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Online social networking services have become the gateway to the Internet for millions of users, accumulating rich databases of user data that form the basis of
their powerful advertising platforms. Today, these services frequently collect various kinds of personally identifying information (PII), such as phone numbers, email
addresses, and names and dates of birth. Since this PII
often represents extremely accurate, unique, and verified user data, these services have the incentive to exploit it for other purposes, including to provide advertisers with more accurate targeting. Indeed, most popular
services have launched PII-based targeting features that
allow advertisers to target users with ads directly by uploading the intended targets’ PII. Unfortunately, these
services often do not make such usage clear to users,
and it is often impossible for users to determine how
they are actually being targeted by advertisers.
In this paper, we focus on Facebook and investigate
the sources of PII used for its PII-based targeted advertising feature. We develop a novel technique that uses
Facebook’s advertiser interface to check whether a given
piece of PII can be used to target some Facebook user,
and use this technique to study how Facebook’s advertising service obtains users’ PII. We investigate a range
of potential sources of PII, finding that phone numbers
and email addresses added as profile attributes, those
provided for security purposes such as two-factor authentication, those provided to the Facebook Messenger
app for the purpose of messaging, and those included in
friends’ uploaded contact databases are all used by Facebook to allow advertisers to target users. These findings
hold despite all the relevant privacy controls on our test
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accounts being set to their most private settings. Overall, our paper highlights the need for the careful design
of usable privacy controls for, and detailed disclosure
about, the use of sensitive PII in targeted advertising.

1 Introduction
Users conduct an increasingly large fraction of their everyday activities online, often via online social network
services such as Twitter and Facebook. By virtue of being free, these services have become extremely popular;
this has allowed them to collect data about an extensive set of users. These services use this data for various
purposes, most notably to build advertising platforms
through which advertisers can target platform users.
In particular, these services collect significant
amounts of personally identifiable information (PII)—
information such as email addresses or phone numbers
that uniquely identify users—for a variety of uses. For
example, on Facebook, many of these uses are userfacing features: email addresses serve as login usernames, phone numbers allow users to find each other
on Messenger, and users can “sync” their address books
to find others they are not yet “friends” with.
However, there are other uses of PII that primarily
benefit third parties. Most notably, many services have
recently deployed PII-based targeting features to their
advertising platforms [3, 37, 43], which allow advertisers
to directly choose which users see their ads by providing a list of those users’ PII. This feature—called custom audiences on Facebook’s platform—is now popular
among advertisers as it allows them to exploit the existing PII they have about their customers (such as email
addresses, phone numbers, or names and addresses) and
target them with advertisements.
Recent events have brought the issue of how user
data is collected, used, and made available to third parties to the forefront. In particular, it was recently revealed that tens of millions of users’ Facebook profile
data was collected by an innocuous Facebook app, and
then later shared with Cambridge Analytica (a data
mining consultancy) for use in targeting political ads
in the 2016 U.S. election [7]; custom audiences poten-
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tially played a significant role in accomplishing this targeting [18, 22, 25]. In response to the resulting uproar
among both the press and lawmakers, Facebook changed
certain aspects of how apps can collect data [1, 34].
While the Cambridge Analytica story received significant attention, the resulting privacy debate focused
largely on third-party apps and other such vectors of
data leakage, and not on the advertising platform that
these companies use to exploit such data. For example, even though Facebook removed the functionality
that allowed users to find other users using phone numbers as part of the response to the Cambridge Analytica
story [34], advertisers can still use phone numbers for
targeting ads. Unfortunately, we have little understanding on how Facebook collects user PII, associates PII
with user accounts, and makes PII available for use by
advertisers via custom audiences.
In this paper, we address this situation by developing a novel methodology to study how Facebook obtains the PII that they use to provide custom audiences
to advertisers. We test whether PII that Facebook obtains through a variety of methods (e.g., directly from
the user, from two-factor authentication services, etc.)
is used for targeted advertising, whether any such use
is clearly disclosed to users, and whether controls are
provided to users to help them limit such use.
Developing such a methodology presents two challenges: First, how do we verify whether PII added to
an account has actually been used by Facebook for PIIbased targeting? Second, how do we select “fresh” pieces
of PII that are not already associated with some other
Facebook user, in order to prevent incorrect inferences?
We solve both of these challenges by developing a technique to check whether a given piece of PII can be used
to target some Facebook user (i.e., is targetable).
Our technique exploits the size estimates that reveal
how many users in a custom audience can be targeted
with ads; these estimates are a fundamental feature of
many advertising platforms, as they help advertisers
budget their ad campaigns. We first reverse-engineer
one such size estimate: potential reach [4], which reports
the number of users in an audience who are active on
a daily basis.1 We show that Facebook obfuscates potential reach using a combination of rounding and noise

1 While these size estimates were reverse-engineered in prior
work [40] and were found then to be computed by simple rounding, we found that Facebook now uses a more sophisticated way
of obfuscating these size estimates (potentially to defend against
the privacy vulnerabilities discovered by that work).

seeded by the uploaded records.2 Despite this obfuscation, we develop a technique of uploading lists of PII of
consecutive sizes, adding “dummy” padding records to
each list to get multiple samples at each size, and then
using these samples to conclude whether the true number of matched users is different across consecutive sizes.
We demonstrate that this approach is able to effectively
negate the effect of Facebook’s obfuscation, allowing us
to check whether a single piece of PII can be used to
target a Facebook user with ads via custom audiences.
We then use our technique to check which of a variety of potential sources of PII are actually used by
Facebook to gather PII for targeted advertising. For example, if we wish to study whether phone numbers provided for two-factor authentication (2FA) are used for
targeted advertising, we first obtain a new phone number. We then verify (using the technique above) that no
user is currently targetable via this phone number; if so,
we add it as a 2FA number to a control account. We then
repeatedly check over the subsequent month (again using the technique above) to see whether the phone number becomes targetable. Finally, to verify our results if
the number does become targetable, we run a controlled
advertisement targeting the phone number and confirm
that our ads are received by the control account.
We examine seven different sources of PII to see
which are used for targeted advertising: (1) PII added
directly to a user’s Facebook profile, (2) PII provided
to the Facebook Messenger app, (3) PII provided to
WhatsApp, (4) PII shared with Facebook when sharing
a phone’s contacts, (5) PII uploaded by advertisers to
target customers via custom audiences, (6) PII added to
user accounts for 2FA, and (7) PII added for login alerts.
We find that five of these result in the PII being used
for advertising: all except for PII provided to WhatsApp
and PII uploaded by advertisers.
Unfortunately, we find that Facebook does not directly disclose its PII practices beyond generic statements such as [13]:
We use the information we have about you—including information about your interests, actions and connections—to
select and personalize ads, offers and other sponsored content that we show you.

2 This was the case during the time period of our experiments in
early 2018; as discussed in more detailed Section 5, Facebook has
now temporarily removed these statistics, but has other related
statistics that could likely be used.
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Worse, we found no privacy settings that directly let
a user view or control which PII is used for advertising; indeed, we found that Facebook was using the
above PII for advertising even if our control account
user had set the existing PII-related privacy settings on
to their most private configurations. Finally, some of
these phone numbers that were usable to target users
with did not even appear in Facebook’s “Access Your
Data” feature that allows users to download a copy of
all of their Facebook data as a ZIP file.
Taken together, our results highlight the need to
make the uses of PII collected clear to users, and to provide them with easy-to-use privacy controls over their
PII. The sources of PII that we investigated, while being the most straightforward ones, are by no means exhaustive. However, since our method relies only on the
provision of size estimates by PII-based advertising platforms, and since size estimates are an integral part of
these platforms (as they are valuable to advertisers),
methodology similar to ours can be potentially used to
investigate other sources of PII and other services.
Ethics: All the experiments in this paper were conducted according to community ethical standards. All
were performed only using the authors’ accounts (or
one fake account we created for this paper) and did
not interact with other Facebook accounts in any way.
When experimenting with the Facebook interface, we
only used email addresses and phone numbers that we
controlled, email addresses that Facebook already had,
or publicly-available data. In no instance did we reveal
any user PII that we did not already have, or disclose
any PII to Facebook that Facebook did not already
possess. We also ensured that we put a minimal load
on Facebook’s systems: we only created one fake Facebook advertiser account, made a limited number of API
queries, and respected rate-limits.
Additionally, we responsibly disclosed our discovery of a method to check whether a given piece of PII
is targetable to Facebook’s security team. Facebook responded by stating this was not a security vulnerability [9] and closed our bug report:
Enumeration vulnerabilities which demonstrate that a given
e-mail address or mobile phone number is tied to "a Facebook account" are not eligible under the bug bounty program. This is true whether the endpoint returns only confirmed items, or both confirmed and unconfirmed. In absence of the user ID that the e-mail/mobile number is linked
to, this behavior is considered extremely low risk.

Overall, we believe that any de minimis harm to Facebook as a result of our experiments is outweighed by

the benefits to users in terms of increased transparency
and understanding of how their PII is used.

2 Background
We begin by providing background on online social network advertising. In this paper, we focus on the Facebook advertising platform, as it is the largest and most
mature. However, other competing services now offer
similar features (e.g., PII-based user targeting), including Google’s Customer Match [3] and Twitter’s Tailored
Audiences [37]. Thus, similar issues may exist on these
sites as well; we leave a full exploration to future work.

2.1 PII-based targeting
Advertising on Facebook traditionally relied on selecting the attributes of the users to whom the advertiser
wished to show ads. For example, an advertiser might
specify that they wish to show ads to 30–35 year-old
males who live in Chicago and who like a particular TV
show. To allow the advertiser to place multiple ads with
the same set of attributes, Facebook automatically creates a “group” of users after the advertiser selects the
attributes of interest; these groups are called audiences.
Recently, Facebook—along with many other
sites [40]—has introduced a new feature: custom audiences. Unlike traditional audiences, the advertiser is
allowed to target specific users. To do so, the advertiser
uploads user PII to Facebook; Facebook then matches
the provided PII against platform users. Facebook
currently allows users to upload 15 different types of
PII, including phone numbers, email addresses, names,
and even advertising tracking IDs [40]. Facebook then
creates an audience consisting of the matched users and
allows the advertiser to target this specific audience.
Figure 1 shows an example of the audience creation
flow. In panel A, the advertiser is prompted to select
the source of user information for targeting. The first
option allows them to upload a list of users (e.g., existing
customers).3 In panel B, the advertiser is instructed on
the types of data available for targeting, including email
addresses, phone numbers, mobile advertising IDs, etc.

3 The data is uploaded “in an encrypted format to maintain
privacy” [12]; in reality, it hashed using SHA-256 with no salt.
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Fig. 1. Flow of creating custom audiences using the Facebook advertising site. The advertiser can select to upload data (panel A), and
then can choose from among 15 supported types of PII (panel B). Once the data has been uploaded, the advertiser is provided with
coarse-grained statistics about the users who matched (panel C).

Audience statistics
Facebook does not reveal to
the advertiser which users were actually in the matched
group, but it does provide two statistics: the total number of matched users, called the audience size; and the
number of daily active matched users, called the potential reach [40]. An example of the reported potential
reach is shown in Figure 1 panel C. Facebook also allows advertisers to combine multiple custom audiences,
and will provide the potential reach of the combination;
we refer to this as the union of the audiences.
We recently demonstrated that even these coarsegrained audience size approximations could allow advertisers to infer PII of particular Facebook users by
observing changes in size statistics [40]. In brief, this attack worked because Facebook “deduplicated” PII that
referred to the same underlying Facebook user in a list
of uploaded PII. Facebook claims to have mitigated this
issue by refusing to provide audience size and potential
reach statistics when the advertiser uploads PII of multiple types; irrespective of whether this is the case, we
show in the next section that we are still able to infer
whether specific uploaded PII is targetable.

2.2 Site features
There are a few features that we investigate as potential
sources of PII for advertising.
Profiles
Users are allowed to provide PII such as
email addresses and phone numbers as part of their basic profile, both to serve as their login username and to
be revealed to friends. Such user-reported PII could be
used to match against advertiser-uploaded PII.
Login Alerts
If the user opts into Login Alerts,
they are notified whenever anyone successfully logs in
to the account from a “new” device. The alerts can be

presented as a Facebook notification, a Messenger notification, an email, or an SMS. The two latter channels
require the user to provide the email address or phone
number (i.e., PII) to which the notification should be
sent; as we will see later, this information could then be
used to match against advertiser-uploaded PII.
Two-Factor Authentication (2FA)
Facebook allows adding a variety of second security factor (a whatyou-have factor) authentication methods: SMS messages, USB security keys, code generators, and onetime-use recovery codes. The most commonly used of
these is the SMS message, which requires a user to provide Facebook with a phone number to send the SMS
to. Similar to login alerts, this PII could then be used
to match against advertiser-uploaded PII.
Address book synchronization Facebook users can
find their friends on the platform by allowing the Facebook app to access their phone’s address book. Each
contact in the address book can have multiple pieces of
PII, for example the name, email address, and phone
number. Hence, Facebook could potentially match contacts based on partial PII (just the email address), but
still learn new PII (a phone number of a person whose
email address is known to the platform).
WhatsApp Users are identified in WhatsApp by their
phone numbers. If a user has both WhatsApp and Facebook apps installed on the same (Android) phone, Facebook could use the Android advertising ID to learn that
the two disconnected accounts belong to the same user,
and thus associate the phone number with the Facebook
account as well.
Messenger Upon installation of the Messenger app,
the user is prompted to upload their address book (potentially leaking contacts’ PII) and to use it as the de-
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fault SMS app. Granting the latter permission reveals
the user’s phone number to Facebook.

reverse-engineer how the displayed potential reach estimates are computed.

3 Methodology

3.2.1 Are size estimates obfuscated?

We now develop a methodology to check whether Facebook uses PII from a given source for targeted advertising.

3.1 Datasets and setup
In order to reverse-engineer the size estimates provided
by Facebook’s PII-based advertising platform, similar to
prior work [40], we collect 103 emails and phone numbers corresponding to friends and family who have Facebook accounts and had previously provided their PII to
Facebook (i.e., they had already done so; we did not ask
them to upload it). There were no requirements (activity or otherwise) asked of these users. Thus, these users
were not affected in any way by our experiments.
To differentiate between PII which matches Facebook users and PII which does not, we also create
dummy PII designed not to match any Facebook user.
We generate dummy phone numbers by adding a random sequence of 20 digits to the Italian country code
(+39). Since Italian phone numbers do not exceed 12
digits, these dummy numbers cannot correspond to any
Facebook user. Similarly, we generate dummy email addresses by using randomly generated strings of alphabets as usernames and (long) dummy domain names.4
We then automate the process of uploading lists of PII
to create custom audiences, and of collecting potential
reach estimates, using scripts that make appropriate
calls to Facebook’s marketing API [21].

3.2 Reverse-engineering potential reach
As described in Section 2, Facebook’s advertising platform provides two audience size estimates; for this paper, we only use the potential reach, which measures
the number of active users in the audience. Below, we

4 To confirm that the dummy PII we created do not correspond
to any Facebook user, we created two audiences containing 1,000
dummy phone numbers and 1,000 dummy email addresses; both
audiences had a potential reach of 20 (the smallest value it can
take), meaning that the dummy PII indeed do not correspond
to any Facebook user.

Our prior work [40] demonstrated that Facebook’s advertising platform obfuscated the potential reach by
simple rounding; to do so, we showed that the potential
reach estimates were granular (rounded in steps of 10 up
to 1,000),5 consistent over short periods of time while
occasionally varying over longer time periods (which is
expected since some active users might become inactive
and vice versa), and monotonic. However, Facebook’s
interface changed significantly since that work was conducted; thus, we revisit these findings to see if Facebook
still obfuscates size estimates via simple rounding.
Granularity: We create 10,000 different custom audiences by uploading sets of varying sizes containing
either phone numbers or email addresses (from the
103 that we collected), and obtain their corresponding potential reach estimates. Consistent with prior
work [40], we find that the estimates are still granular and increase in steps of 10, always returning one of
{20, 30, 40, ..., 80}.6
Consistency: To check consistency of potential reach
estimates over short periods of time, we create two
audiences by uploading 70 and 89 phone numbers respectively; for each audience, we make 1,000 potential
reach queries back-to-back. We found that all the 1,000
queries returned the same potential reach for each audience, with their estimates being 40 and 80 respectively.
We repeated the above experiment for various lists, both
of phone numbers and of emails, and at different times,
and found that the potential reach estimates for a given
audience were always consistent over short periods of
time. This is also consistent with prior work [40].
To check the consistency of potential reach estimates over longer periods of time, we take three audiences created by uploading 60, 80, and 103 phone numbers respectively, and repeatedly obtain the potential
reach for each audience every five minutes, over a period of around 14 hours, giving us 164 samples in total

5 We do not discuss or investigate larger audience sizes as they
are not necessary for our paper.
6 It is important to note that the potential reach may not always
be 100 even though we uploaded 100 PII records, both because
we uploaded subsets of varying size and because potential reach
only counts “daily active” users.
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for each audience. We find that the estimates were consistent over this period of time. with values of 40, 60,
and 80 respectively. We repeated the above experiment
for other audiences and across longer periods of time
and found that the size estimates were generally consistent, sometimes changing over a period of hours. This
is also consistent with prior findings, and is expected
as whether a given user is “daily active” (and counts
towards potential reach) may change over time.
Finally, to check the consistency of potential reach
across multiple uploads of the same list of PII, we repeatedly upload a list of 70 phone numbers 100 times
over a period of three hours, and obtain the corresponding potential reach estimates; we find that the estimates
are generally consistent across uploads, with 99 of the
custom audiences having a potential reach of 40, with
only one having a different potential reach of 50.7
Monotonicity: Prior work [40] found that the potential reach was monotonic, meaning adding additional
records to an uploaded list would never reduce the potential reach. To check whether the potential reach estimates are still monotonic, we upload a series of lists
of phone numbers, starting at 70 numbers and successively adding one number until we reach 89 numbers.
Surprisingly, we find that the potential reach does not
increase monotonically! For example, uploading a list of
77 phone numbers resulted in a potential reach of 70;
adding three more records to these 77 and uploading the
resulting list resulted in a potential reach of 50. This
indicates Facebook’s potential reach computation has
changed, and that they are likely obfuscating the potential reach estimates by randomly perturbing them.
We repeated this experiment with other series of lists
of phone numbers and email addresses, and found that
similar lack of monotonicity holds.
Summary: We find that the potential reach estimates remain granular, rounded to the nearest 10 (for
the range of values that we observed), and remain consistent for a given audience across short periods of time,
as observed in prior work [40]. However, we find that the
potential reach estimates are no longer monotonic, indicating that Facebook might be additionally perturbing
potential reach estimates by randomly perturbing them
with noise. Therefore, we move on to reverse-engineer

7 While we are not sure about why this one upload resulted
in a different value, we believe this could either be because of
an occasional error in the process of creating an audience, or
because of the variation of potential reach over longer periods
of time.

the updated—potentially more sophisticated—way in
which Facebook obfuscates potential reach estimates.

3.2.2 Properties of noisy estimates
Since Facebook appears to be using noise to perturb
the potential reach estimates, we move on to study how
the noise is seeded, and to characterize the relationship
of the noisy estimates corresponding to a given custom
audience with the true value.
What seeds the noise? Since the potential reach estimates are consistent across multiple repeated queries
to the same custom audience, this indicates that a fresh
sample of noise is not generated corresponding to each
query, and that the noise is fixed for a given custom audience (perhaps to limit a malicious advertiser’s ability
to generate multiple noise samples). Additionally, since
multiple uploads of the same list of PII records have the
same potential reach, this indicates that the same seed
is used to compute the noise sample whenever a given
list of PII records is uploaded (indicating that this seed
is computed using the list of PII records uploaded, for
example by using a hash of the list contents).
In order to check whether all the PII records in a
given list are used to determine this seed, or whether
only records that match some Facebook user are used,
we take a list of 60 phone numbers and upload it 400
times, each time with a different dummy phone number added (i.e., a phone number that we know cannot
match any user). This gives us 400 custom audiences,
each with the same set of users (since they were created
using the same list of valid PII records), which were
created with different lists of PII records (since each list
contains a different dummy record). We find that the potential reach varies across the audiences, with values 20
(appearing once), 30 (appearing 42 times), 40 (appearing 192 times) and 50 (appearing 165 times). We find
that the result holds even if we separately create one
audience corresponding to the 60 phone numbers, create 400 audiences corresponding to one different dummy
record each, and then dynamically ask for the potential
reach of the union of the large audience with each of the
dummy audiences. This result indicates that Facebook
is considering all the PII records uploaded when deterministically calculating the noise to add, regardless of
whether they are valid records or not.
Summary: We find that Facebook obfuscates potential reach estimates corresponding to a given custom
audience using a fixed noise value; the seed for this noise
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Fig. 2. Process of using combinations of a small number of audiences to obtain a large number of samples. In our case, we combined
the target audience with pairs of a set of 50 audiences, resulting in 1,225 samples for the target.

is computed based on the list of (both valid and invalid)
PII records uploaded. However, this suggests a method
to obtain multiple noisy estimates corresponding to a
given audience, and potentially overcome the effect of
noise: upload the same list of PII records multiple times
with a different dummy record added each time and obtain the corresponding potential reach values. We can
then examine the distribution of potential reach values
to say something about the true underlying value.
Obtaining a large number of samples
To measure the distribution of potential reach values, we need
a way to easily obtain a large number of samples of
noisy estimates without having to upload a large number of dummy audiences (since Facebook only allows us
to maintain 500 custom audiences in a given advertising account). To accomplish this, we extend the idea of
combining dummy audiences proposed in the previous
section by creating 50 audiences with a different dummy
phone number each, and then dynamically taking the
union of two dummy audiences at a time with the given
custom audience, as illustrated in Figure 2.
Since the list of PII records corresponding to a given
combination of audiences is different (since each combination corresponds to a different combination of dummy
records), each combination of two dummy audiences
should give us a different sample of the noisy estimate.
Using 50 dummy audiences gives us 1,225 samples corresponding to all possible combinations of dummy audience pairs; it takes up to 20 minutes to obtain all
samples once all the audiences are uploaded and ready
(at the rate of about a query a second).
Distribution of noisy estimates
To characterize
the distribution of noisy estimates, we upload consecutive lists of 70 to 90 phone numbers, each with one
phone number beyond the previous one; we then obtain the distribution of potential reach for each of the

Fig. 3. Figure showing how the distribution of noisy potential
reach values varies with with uploaded sets of phone numbers of
increasing size. The first part of the figure shows how the histogram and average of potential reach values varies, while the
second part of the figure shows how the average changes between
subsequent distributions. Error bars correspond to confidence intervals at 95% confidence.

audiences (1,225 samples per audience), and plot the
variation in the histogram of the distribution against
the number of phone numbers used in the first part of
Figure 3. We observe a number of interesting trends:
Is noise bounded? We notice from the first part of
Figure 3 that the observed potential reach values corresponding to a given set of phone numbers is always
drawn from a set of three consecutive multiples of 10,
or two consecutive multiples of 10; for example, the distribution corresponding to the set of 70 uploaded phone
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Fig. 4. Figure showing how the frequency of observed potential
reach values changes with uploaded sets of phone numbers of
increasing size. Whenever there are three values observed for a
given set of phone numbers, the bar at the top shows the median value. Error bars correspond to confidence intervals at 95%
confidence.

numbers has values in the set {30, 40, 50}.8 We experimented with phone number lists of various sizes (up
to 100) and observed that this result held irrespective
of the size of the phone number list. This experiment
shows that the noise is bounded, that noisy estimates
are drawn from a range of thirty consecutive values or
lesser (since each potential reach value could potentially
correspond to one of ten unrounded values), and that
these bounds do not depend on the magnitude of the actual potential reach (at least within the range of values
that we study).
Is noise added before or after rounding? Having observed both that the true value is obfuscated via rounding (in steps of ten) and perturbed by noise, we move on
to examine whether the true value is first perturbed with
noise and then rounded, or whether it is first rounded
and then perturbed with noise. To do so, we study how
the distribution of observed values shifts as the size of
the corresponding list of phone numbers increases. In
the upper panel of Figure 3 we see how the histogram
of potential reach values shifts towards higher values as
the size of the phone number list increases ; we see that

8 For four of the phone number lists, we occasionally notice a
very small number of samples with an outlier value (the maximum number of samples observed being 4). We believe this
might be because of occasional inconsistencies when combining
a custom audience with different dummy records.

the frequency with which any potential reach value occurs changes in discrete steps as the size of the phone
number list increases.
To further characterize the steps by which these frequencies change, Figure 4 shows how the frequency of
occurrence of a particular potential reach value in a distribution varies with the size of the corresponding list of
phone numbers. From the figure, we see that frequencies
of occurrence change in steps of uniform size (of about
0.1). First, note that such uniform steps are what would
be expected if noise is added to (or subtracted from)
the (rounded or unrounded) true value, as opposed to
say multiplied, in which case the steps would be nonuniform. Second, if the noise is added to the true value
after rounding it (in steps of ten), then the distribution
would shift if and only if the underlying rounded value
had changed (by ten); thus, we would expect that with
every “shift” in the distribution the set of observed values would shift by 10. For example, assume that the
value after rounding (before adding noise) is 60 and
the corresponding set of observed values is {30, 40, 50}.
This distribution would only “shift” when the value after rounding “shifts” to the next multiple of 10 (to 70
say), in which case the corresponding set of observed
values would be expected to be {40, 50, 60}. However,
this is contrary to the much finer steps with which the
observed distribution shifts, showing that noise is added
before rounding.
Is distribution uniform or non-uniform? To study
whether the noise added is uniformly drawn from uniformly spaced values, we study how the frequency of
occurrences of the median of the three observed potential reach values changes as the true value increases
(when there are only two observed potential values, either could be considered the median). For example, assume the noise added is uniformly drawn from a range of
m contiguous values, such as from the set {0, · · · , m−1}
(where m ≤ 30). We would expect that of the range of
contiguous values obtained by adding the noise to the
true value, the smallest few values will be rounded to
the smallest of the three observed potential reach values, that the next ten values would be rounded to the
median of the three observed potential reach values,
and the remaining (largest) values would be rounded
to the largest of the three observed potential reach values. Whatever the true value, we would therefore expect
that the median observed potential reach would always
have exactly ten distinct noise values corresponding to
it. Therefore, assuming the noise added is uniformly distributed over {0, · · · , m − 1}, the expected frequency of
occurrences of the median potential reach is 10
m irre-
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spective of the true value. On the other hand, if the
noise added is non-uniformly distributed, the expected
frequency of occurrences of the median potential reach
would change with the true value. Similarly, if the noise
is drawn from values that are non-uniformly spaced, the
expected frequency of occurrences of the median potential reach would change with the true value.
To study this, we show the median potential reach
value for each size of phone number list in Figure 4
by indicating the color of the appropriate line (we only
show this when there are three distinct median values
observed).9 We observe that the frequency of the median potential reach remains constant (around 0.5) regardless of the increase in number of phone numbers
uploaded, and despite the fact that the frequency of
the other two values of potential reach show multiple
changes over the range shown; this shows that the distribution of noise values is uniformly distributed (and
that the values are uniformly spaced). Besides, since the
expected frequency of occurrences of the median potential reach is 10
m , we can determine that Facebook has
chosen m = 20 and therefore that the noise is uniformly
distributed between 0 and 20.
However, if the noise was indeed uniformly distributed over twenty consecutive values, whenever the
true value increases by one, we would expect the frequency of the smallest observed potential reach value to
1
decrease in steps of 20
(i.e., of 0.05). However, as previously observed, the step sizes observed in figure 4 are
close to 0.1, approximately double the expected value.
Investigating the unexpected step size: To investigate why the frequencies of observed potential reach
values change in steps twice as large as expected (i.e,
in steps of 0.1 rather than 0.05), we check whether the
true value of the potential reach (obtained by averaging out the different samples) increases in steps of one
as we increase the number of phone numbers uploaded.
The lower panel of Figure 3 shows the changes in the
average of the observed potential reach values between
consecutive sizes of phone number lists. We see that all
non-zero changes are close to two in magnitude, showing
that the true value increases in steps of two, rather than
one as expected, potentially showing that the true value

9 Figure 4 also sometimes shows a fourth observed potential
reach value for some sizes of phone number lists. As previously
described, we believe these to be because of occasional inconsistencies when combining different dummy records with a given
custom audience; we disregard these when finding the median
bin.

is first rounded in steps of two (before adding noise and
rounding in steps of ten).
To further confirm this, we upload a list of 61 phone
numbers, and similarly create six custom audiences containing six different phone numbers respectively (one
each) corresponding to users we know to be active Facebook users. We obtain the distribution of potential reach
estimates corresponding to the 61 phone numbers; we
then take a union of the audience with the audiences
corresponding to each of the six phone numbers, adding
in each one by one and finding the distribution of potential reach. We find that the distribution shifted with the
addition of the first phone number, did not shift with the
addition of the second phone number, and so on, shifting only with every alternate phone number added. Repeating the experiment with different phone numbers,
we also find that distribution shifted with the addition
of the first phone number, irrespective of which of the
six phone numbers were chosen as the first phone number. This confirms that Facebook rounds the true value
of the potential reach in steps of two, before obfuscating
it further.
Summary
Taken together, we find that Facebook
is first rounding the true values of the potential reach
estimates in steps of two, then adding (or subtracting)
uniform pseudorandom noise seeded by the uploaded
PII records and drawn from a range of 20 consecutive
values, and finally rounding the result in steps of ten.
Given this understanding of how potential reach is calculated, we can now revisit our original goal of determining whether a piece of uploaded PII can be used to
target a Facebook user (i.e., is targetable).

3.3 Determining whether PII is targetable
Since Facebook first rounds the true value of the potential reach prior to adding noise (and then subsequently
rounding the resulting value in steps of ten), we need to
overcome the first layer of rounding by finding a threshold audience At whose true size falls right on the rounding threshold (i.e., adding another user to which would
cause the value to be rounded to the next higher value).
This idea of finding a threshold audience is adapted from
our prior work [40].
Finding a threshold audience: To find a threshold
audience, we first upload a series of PII lists to Facebook (call them {L1 , L2 , ..., Ln }), where each list consists of the previous list with one record added to it.
We then check the potential reach distributions for the
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resulting audiences {A1 , A2 , ..., An }, and find an audience At such that the distributions for At and At+1
are different. At is then our threshold audience (if At
was not a threshold audience, the true size estimates
of At and At+1 would have been rounded to the same
value, leading to identical distributions for the potential
reach). In all our experiments in the previous section,
we noticed that the change in the number of occurrences
(out of 1,225 samples) of the lowest observed potential
reach estimate across consecutive PII lists was either
very small (with no variation of more than 60), or large
(never smaller than 90). Therefore, to check whether
the distribution shifts between At and At+1 , we check
whether the number of occurrences of the smallest observed potential reach estimate drops by more than 90
(in expectation, we would expect a shift to cause a drop
of 123 in the lowest bucket, or 10% of the 1,225 samples).
Checking whether PII is targetable: In order to
check whether a given PII V is targetable, we compare
S
the potential reach distributions of At versus At V . If
these come from different underlying distributions, then
V matches an active Facebook user and is targetable
(as adding V changed the distribution), else not. We
check whether the distribution shifts between At and
S
At V in a similar manner as above, checking whether
the number of occurrences of the smallest observed potential reach estimate drops by more than 90.
Validation:
To validate the above methodology,
we generate ten dummy phone numbers and email addresses and check whether they can be used to target
some user. We then check for three phones and two
email addresses belonging to the authors (with active
Facebook accounts) whether they can be used to target
some user on Facebook. Using the technique proposed
in this section, we find that none of the dummy records
are targetable, while all of the PII corresponding to the
authors are targetable.

3.4 Determining if a source of PII is used
We now describe a methodology that uses the technique
developed in the previous section to check whether PII
gathered by Facebook via a given source is actually used
by Facebook for PII-based advertising. The methodology can be summarized as follows:
1. Pick a PII (e.g., a new phone number) that we control (call it the test PII ) to use for the experiment.

Check whether the test PII is targetable to begin
with; if so, then it is already associated with some
Facebook account (and thus might interfere with
the experiment); pick another PII instead.
2. Take a Facebook account that we control (call it the
control account) and the test PII from the previous
step. Using the given source from which Facebook
gathers PII about users, provide the test PII in a
way that allows Facebook to associate it to the control account. This could be direct (e.g., adding the
test PII directly to the control Facebook account as
a 2FA number); or indirect (e.g. syncing a contact
list containing the test PII from some other Facebook account so that Facebook can link the test PII
to the control account). We describe in detail how
we do this for different sources in Section 4.3.
3. Check daily over the next month whether the test
PII becomes targetable. If it does so, confirm that
it is associated with the control account by running
an ad targeting the test PII; verify that the control
account receives it. 10 If so, we can conclude that the
given source is a vector for PII-based advertising.

4 Experimental Results
We continue by using the methodology developed above
to investigate which of various potential sources of PII
are actually used by Facebook to gather information for
their PII-based advertising feature.

4.1 Facebook’s data use policy
We first analyze Facebook’s data use policy [13] (last
revised on April 19, 2018) to understand what it reveals
to users about the potential uses of PII, and about the
sources from which PII is collected. Facebook’s data policy covers the information it processes to support what
it terms the “Facebook Products” or “Products” [42],
which include services offered to users such as Facebook
(including the mobile app), Messenger, Instagram etc.;
and services offered to business partners, such as the
Facebook Business Tools [38] (including various APIs,
Facebook social plugins, etc.)
Other companies owned by Facebook [39] (currently
eight are listed), such as WhatsApp, have their own pri-

10 This may not be guaranteed to succeed owing to the complexity of the ad delivery process [23]
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vacy policies. Here, we focus on the information that is
disclosed in Facebook’s data policy.
Potential uses of PII
First, we note that Facebook’s data policy [13] describes the potential uses of
PII collected only at a high level, and in general does
not differentiate among different types of information or
the sources from which it is obtained. Regarding advertising, it does not directly refer to PII, but says:
... we use the information we have about you—including
information about your interests, actions and connections—
to select and personalize ads, offers and other sponsored
content that we show you.

Potential sources of PII To understand potential
sources of PII that Facebook could use, we analyze the
sources of information listed in Facebook’s data policy
and describe how various sources listed there could be
potentially used to collect PII. In general, we find that
the sources of information are also described only at a
high level, making it hard for users to understand which
of them could be potentially used to collect PII, and
what PII might be collected from each source.
“Information and content you provide” The policy
mentions that Facebook collects “the content, communications and other information you provide when you
use our Products, including when you sign up for an
account, create or share content, and message or communicate with others.” This indicates that PII directly
provided to Facebook (e.g., the email address or phone
number you use when you sign up to an account), or
PII mentioned in messages with other users might potentially be collected and used for advertising.
“Things others do and information they provide”
The policy mentions that Facebook collects "information that other people provide when they use our Products. This can include information about you", such as
when they “upload, sync or import your contact information.”; besides, the policy also mentions that contact information collected from such uploading, syncing,
or importing, is used for any of the purposes listed in
the policy (of which advertising is one). This indicates
that PII provided about you to Facebook by other users
might potentially be collected by Facebook and used for
advertising; in our context, this is particularly worrying
as the user may not even be aware that such PII about
them has been collected by Facebook and is being used
to target advertisements to them.
“Device information” The policy mentions that
Facebook collects device information, including PII such

as location and device IDs; and connection information
such as language and mobile phone number.
“Information from partners” The policy mentions
that Facebook receives information “about your activities off Facebook” and “about your online and offline
actions and purchases” from third-party partners; while
the policy mentions that PII is never shared with advertising partners (without user permission), or with
measurement or analytics partners, it never mentions
whether PII is received from these partners. Thus, PII
about users could potentially also be obtained by Facebook from third-party partners (such as advertisers, app
developers, third-party data providers etc.)
Summary
Facebook’s data use policy reveals that
a variety of potential sources of information, including
sources where the user is not directly involved, could be
used by Facebook to collect PII for advertising. However, we find that the data use policy describes the
sources of information at a high level, making it hard for
a user to understand which sources might be used to collect PII. Moreover, the policy simply mentions that all
collected information might be used to target advertisements; this is likely insufficient for users to understand
what sources of PII are used for targeted advertising.

4.2 Privacy controls for PII
We examined Facebook’s interface and found that only
the three following privacy options help control the usage of PII (we limit ourselves to high-fidelity PII: email
addresses and phone numbers). First, users can specify
who can see each PII listed on their profiles, the current
list of possible general settings being: Public, Friends,
Only Me; see Figure 5. In addition, users can specify
a custom list of users who can see or not see the PII,
or choose from preset groups of people (computed by
Facebook) who match the user’s workplace, location,
university, etc. We call this the profile privacy control.
Second, Facebook allows users to restrict the set of
users who can search for them using their email address
or phone numbers; users can choose from the following
options: Everyone, Friends of Friends, and Friends, see
Figure 6.11 We call this the lookup privacy control. Note
that this control does not refer to any particular phone

11 Recently, Facebook changed its policy to disable the ability
to look users via email addresses or phone numbers in response
to data leakage attacks. However, these controls still remain.
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4.3.1 Setup

name.surname@domain1.com
name.surname@domain2.com

Fig. 5. Editing PII using the Facebook interface. The user can
decide who to make the information available to and whether or
not it should appear on their timeline.

In order to obtain phone numbers to use for our experiments, we purchased SIM cards and plans from various
mobile operators. We verified that some of the numbers
were already targetable (as per our methodology proposed in Section 3); we discarded those and used only
the numbers that were not targetable before our experiments. In addition, we used other email addresses
belonging to the authors which they had not previously
provided to Facebook (and which were similarly doublechecked to not be associated with active Facebook accounts). We use the accounts of the three authors with
active Facebook accounts for all our experiments. We
performed a factory reset on the Android phone we used
for these experiments before inserting each new SIM
card, in order to wipe out any context that might lead
to interference between experiments.12

4.3.2 PII provided as profile data

Fig. 6. In the privacy settings the user can decide who can look
their profile up using the provided email address and phone number. The most restrictive option available is “Friends”. We find
that even when the user sets the PII visibility to “Only me” and
searchability to “Friends”, the advertisers can still use that bit of
information for targeting.

number or email address; it is one global setting for
phone numbers and one for email addresses.
Third, on the ads preferences page [11], Facebook
shows users a list of advertisers who have included them
in a custom audience using their contact information.
Users can opt out of receiving ads from individual advertisers listed here; however, they cannot see what PII
is used by each advertiser. Additionally, Facebook does
not let users directly control which PII is used to target
advertisements to them.

4.3 PII sources for PII-based advertising
We move on to use the methodology proposed in Section 3 to study which of a number of potential sources
of PII are actually used in PII-based advertising.

Facebook allows users to add contact information (email
addresses and phone numbers) on their profiles. While
any arbitrary email address or phone number can be
added, it is not displayed to other users unless verified (through a confirmation email or confirmation SMS
message, respectively). Since this is the most direct and
explicit way of providing PII, we first study this to obtain a baseline estimate of how quickly Facebook makes
newly collected PII available for targeted advertising.
We added and verified an email address and phone
number to one author’s account, and find that they both
became targetable within six days. We also added an
unverified email address and a phone number to one
of the author’s accounts (i.e., we did not complete the
SMS/email verification process), and found that neither
the email address nor the phone number became targetable after one month, suggesting that only verified
phone numbers or email addresses are used for advertising.
Note that, for the purposes of this baseline experiment, we had set the least restrictive options of both the
profile privacy control and the lookup privacy control.
For all remaining experiments, we assume that a user is

12 While Facebook could potentially use the device’s immutable identifiers, such as the IMEI number, to link data obtained across various factory resets, this is unlikely as it contravenes Google’s Android developer best practices [6].
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A

B

C

D

Fig. 7. Screenshots of interfaces used by users to add mobile phone numbers on Facebook’s main website (A and B) and on Facebook’s mobile app (C and D). While interfaces A and C come up when a user directly adds phone numbers to his Facebook profile,
interfaces B and D arise when Facebook adds a phone number for a security feature.

privacy-conscious and turns both the PII-level privacy
controls to their most restrictive settings.
Disclosure and privacy controls: When users add
mobile phone numbers directly to their profile, no information about potential uses of that number is directly
disclosed to them, as shown by Figure 7 (panels A and
C show the interfaces for adding phone numbers on the
website and the Facebook app respectively); the same
holds for email addresses. Thus, users adding contact
information for their friends’ convenience may not be
aware that their PII will then be used for targeting ads.

4.3.3 PII provided for security
We move on to examine whether PII provided by users
for security purposes such as two-factor authentication
(2FA) or login alerts are used for targeted advertising.
Users may naturally provide this data with only security purposes in mind; if used for advertising, this may
significantly violate a user’s privacy expectations.
Two-factor authentication We added and verified a
phone number for 2FA to one of the authors’ accounts.
We found that the phone number became targetable
after 22 days, showing that a phone number provided for
2FA was indeed used for PII-based advertising, despite
our account having set the privacy controls to the most
restrictive choices.
Unrecognized login alerts Facebook allows users to
add email addresses or phone numbers to receive alerts
about logins from unrecognized devices. We added a
phone number and an email address to an author’s account to receive login alerts, and found that both the
email address and phone number became targetable after 17 days.
Disclosure and privacy controls: Information about
potential uses of a mobile phone number added for security purposes is only disclosed to users when adding

a number from the Facebook website (and not from the
Facebook mobile app). This can be seen from panels B
and D of Figure 7, which show the interface for adding
mobile phone numbers for security features using the
website or app, respectively (no disclosure about potential uses happens elsewhere during the process). The interface informs users that “confirming your mobile number helps you reset your password if you ever need to,
find friends, get SMS updates and more. Only you will
see your number.” The text “and more” in the above
is hyperlinked to the Facebook’s data policies page, as
discussed in Section 4.1. There is no disclosure on either
the website or the mobile app when email addresses are
added to receive unrecognized login alerts. Finally, as
with adding PII to the profile, there is no indication to
the users that there exist other relevant privacy controls
that they might want to revisit. Thus, it is highly likely
that users are unaware that enabling security features
through this interface will enable advertisers to target
them directly with ads.

4.3.4 PII provided to other Facebook services
We move on to study whether PII provided on services
owned by Facebook other than the main website and
app is used for advertising.
Facebook Messenger Users must provide and verify
a mobile phone number to the Facebook Messenger app
if they want to use its SMS functionalities. We installed
the Facebook Messenger app on a freshly wiped phone,
added a phone number to it (verified with an SMS message), and checked whether the phone number became
targetable. We find that the phone number did indeed
become targetable after nine days. Again, use of these
phone numbers for targeted advertising can potentially
be counter-intuitive to users and violate their privacy
expectations, since the phone number is provided with
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a specific purpose in mind (SMS messaging), and in the
specific context of the Facebook Messenger app.
Disclosure: The first page of the process of adding
a phone to the Messenger app discloses to the user that
setting up Messenger “lets Friends find each other on
Facebook and helps us create a better experience for
everyone.” However, apart from this generic description,
no other details are provided to the user about potential
uses of the data collected.
WhatsApp
Users are generally identified by their
phone numbers on WhatsApp. To study whether these
numbers are used for advertising, we first installed the
Facebook app on a freshly wiped phone and logged in
with one of the authors’ accounts. We then installed
the WhatsApp app on the same phone, providing a new
phone number. We found that the new phone number
did not become targetable even after a month. Note that
our experimental setup is not exhaustive, and there may
be other situations when Facebook would use WhatsApp phone numbers that we did not consider.
Disclosure: The first page of the process of adding
a phone number to the WhatsApp app includes a link
to WhatsApp’s Terms of Service and Privacy Policy;
these make a generic statement that Facebook “may use
information from us to improve your experiences within
their services” including for showing ads.

4.3.5 PII obtained without user’s knowledge
Finally, we investigate whether PII obtained without
a user’s knowledge, such as by some other user syncing
their phone contacts, or by an advertiser uploading it to
create a custom audience, is used for PII-based advertising. Such use would be particularly pernicious because
it involves PII that a user is not even aware Facebook
has, and which additionally could be inaccurate (as it
is not verified by the user).
Phone contacts
One way that Facebook could
learn users’ PII from their friends would be by scanning
friends’ contact databases, linking contacts to existing
Facebook accounts, and then augmenting the Facebook
accounts with any additional PII found in the contacts
database. For example, if a Facebook user has a phone
contact containing an email address corresponding to
some Facebook user, and some phone number that does
not correspond to any Facebook user, Facebook might
link the new phone number with the account corresponding to the email address.

We used a factory-reset Android phone, and created a contact containing the full name and the email
address of one of the authors (both of which Facebook
already had), as well as a new phone number that we
controlled and had verified was non-targetable. We then
installed the Facebook Messenger App, giving it permissions to sync the list of phone contacts. We found that
the previously-unused phone number became targetable
in 36 days, 13 showing that it had indeed been linked to
the corresponding author’s account without their knowledge. Making this situation worse, the matched phone
number was not listed on the account’s profile, nor in the
“Download Your Information” archive obtained from
Facebook [5]; thus the target user in this scenario was
provided no information about or control over how this
phone number was used to target them with ads.
Information provided by advertisers
As described in Section 2, in order to use PII-based advertising, advertisers first upload lists of PII belonging to
customers, and then target the resulting set of Facebook
users that match with advertisements. This information is “encrypted” [12] (in reality, hashed) prior to upload. However, because Facebook uses SHA-256 with no
salt added, they could potentially determine what PII
was uploaded via techniques like rainbow tables. Even
without reverse-engineering the uploaded PII, Facebook
could potentially use this data to enrich the PII information it uses to match users for targeted advertising as
illustrated in the following example. Assume Facebook
knows the hashed value ha for a PII attribute a for a
particular user u. Assume an advertiser uploads a record
(ha , hb ) consisting of hashed values for attributes a and
b. Using the value of ha , Facebook can determine that
the corresponding user is u, and learn that the hashed
value of attribute b for u is hb ; in the future, Facebook
can then match hb to user u without ever knowing the
actual value of b.
To study whether Facebook uses the above source,
we first upload a list consisting of just a single record
containing an email address (which one of the authors
uses to log in to Facebook), and another email address that we verified was not targetable. We then check
whether the email address becomes targetable; we found
that it did not become targetable even after a month,
suggesting that this source is not used by Facebook to
infer PII for advertising.

13 This is an upper bound, owing to a short gap in our testing
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4.4 Verification by running ads
Out of seven different potential sources of PII studied
above, we found that five were indeed used to enable
PII-based advertising. Most worrisome, we found that
phone numbers uploaded as part of syncing contacts—
that were never owned by a user and never listed on their
account—were in fact used to enable PII-based advertising. In all cases we found either no disclosure about
the potential uses of the data, or insufficient disclosure
in the form of generic statements.
In order to confirm that a given piece of PII has
become targetable as a result of us providing it to Facebook through a given source, we run PII-based targeted advertisements targeting each PII found to be
targetable (the final step of methodology described in
Section 3). As described in that section, this may not be
guaranteed to succeed, even if the PII does indeed correspond to the user being targeted (owing to the complexity of the ad delivery process [23]). To increase the
chances of our ad winning in the auction process (which
is used to decide which ad among a set of competing
ads is shown to a user), we use a bid amount four times
higher than the default bid shown by Facebook. We then
search for our ads by scrolling through the Facebook
pages of the corresponding accounts, and identify them
by looking for the custom text that we put in each ad.
We were able to successfully target and receive ads
targeting the phone numbers added for two-factor authentication, for security notifications, and provided to
Facebook as part of uploading the phone contacts; we
were not able to successfully target and receive ads for
phone numbers added directly to a profile and via Facebook Messenger. Moreover, in the ad campaigns where
we were successful, we were only able to receive less than
half of the distinct ads targeted towards each. While
this result confirms some of our most surprising findings, it also underscores why our methodology for inferring whether a user is targetable is necessary, as relying
on placing ads alone is potentially an expensive signal
prone to false-negative errors.

5 Discussion
We briefly discuss a few issues that our methodology
and findings bring up.
Why use potential reach estimates?
At first
glance, it would seem that a better and simpler methodology to check whether a source of PII is used for PII-

based advertising is: (i) add the PII to a target user’s
account via the given source, and then (ii) target an ad
to an audience with the given PII and check that the
target user receives the ad. However, this method has a
number of drawbacks. First, such an experiment could
easily become expensive if Facebook imposed a large
minimum size on an audience for an ad to run. Second, as previously mentioned, other confounding variables (such as competing ads and Facebook’s estimates
of ad quality and relevance [23]) might interfere with the
results of the experiments; for example, false negatives
may arise if the ad launched after adding the PII fails
to reach the target users due to competing ads (with
better bids, or from more reputed advertisers). Third,
for sources of PII that the user does not verify (such
as phone contacts synced by another user), PII already
associated with some other user may not be associated
to the target user instead. Therefore, it is essential to be
able to check that no other user can be targeted with a
given PII, which we are able to do by exploiting potential reach estimates using the proposed methodology.
Limitations and challenges Our methodology can
only check if data is used for PII-based advertising, and
not for advertising in general. Another challenge, general to studying whether a given source of PII is used,
is that the service might be running sophisticated algorithms to determine whether or not to use a particular
PII for advertising, especially in cases where a user does
not directly provide and verify their PII. For example,
when using hashed PII records provided by advertisers,
Facebook might require a new hashed PII value to occur
multiple times in records that match a given user before
associating the value with the user. It can thus be challenging to provide PII via a given source in such a way
that it passes the checks imposed by any Facebook algorithms. On the flip side, this means that a positive result
indicating that Facebook does use a given source of PII
for PII-based advertising does not mean that Facebook
will always use any PII provided via that source; further
controlled experiments might be necessary to reveal the
exact conditions under which Facebook uses PII provided via that source.
Changes to the advertising interface
The experiments described in this paper that use the potential
reach estimates were all conducted before March 2018.
Subsequently, we found that potential reach estimates
could be used to leak users’ attributes; in response to
our disclosure, Facebook removed potential reach estimates for custom audiences [31]. However, when uploading records to create a custom audience, Facebook still
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provides an estimate of the number of users matched
(the audience size estimate mentioned in Section 2).
Since these estimates also capture the notion of whether
a given PII is used by the advertising platform, and were
found by prior work [40] to be obfuscated in similar ways
(by simple rounding), our methodology could be modified to potentially use these rather than the potential
reach. We leave a full exploration to future work.
Generalizability
Size estimates are a fundamental
feature of any advertising platform as they help advertisers tailor their ad campaigns and plan their ad budgets. Thus, similar methodology to that proposed in this
paper can potentially be used across different advertising platforms to study what sources of PII are used for
their PII-based advertising features. Besides, since our
procedure for reverse-engineering the potential reach estimates in this paper dealt with multiple common ways
of obfuscation (noise, rounding etc.), it could potentially
illuminate the process of reverse-engineering other size
estimates that are obfuscated differently.

6 Related work

Tucker’s study on Facebook, users are more likely to
click on an ad if their perception of control over their
personal information is higher.
Malicious and discriminatory advertising
In
2011, Korolova [27] found that malicious advertisers
could infer personally identifying information about
users who click on an ad. The attack was based on
Facebook’s attribute-based ‘microtargeting’, which has
since been disallowed by imposing a minimum audience
size of 20. However, subsequent studies showed that targeted advertising platforms are still subject to leaks of
personal information [15, 17, 28, 40] and potential discrimination [14, 16]. While Facebook took action to fix
these issues [20, 26, 33], the deployment of discriminatory ads was still possible in November 2017 [10]. Speicher et al. [35] demonstrated that the measures taken
by Facebook against discrimination (i.e., banning the
use of certain attributes, such as ‘ethnic affinity’) are
insufficient. Their work proposes an alternative solution
based on a measure for discriminatory targeting that is
independent of the attributes used in the ad.

7 Conclusion

We now overview prior work related to this study.
Transparency of targeted advertising Much attention has been dedicated to shedding light on what
factors influence the targeting of a particular ad on the
web [29, 30, 32, 44] and on specific services [8]. Ad transparency has also been studied in the context of Facebook [2] (with a focus on the explanations that Facebook provides to users as to why they were shown an
ad) and Google [41] (showing that Google does not reveal all the categories inferred about a user).
Privacy
Because of the lack of information provided by the interfaces where users’ data is input, it
is often unclear how the PII will be used. For example, Facebook’s two-factor authentication interface does
not specify the privacy terms that apply to the inserted
numbers, nor does it provide the ability to opt out of certain kinds of use. Nonetheless, the company has been using numbers obtained through this interface to send notifications as text messages and to make Friends suggestions as part of its People You May Know feature [19].
Likewise, Facebook has been suspected of using phone
numbers collected by users’ contact lists to populate the
People You May Know feature [24]. Counterintuitively,
Tucker [36] shows that giving users control over their
privacy can be beneficial for advertising. According to

Given the incentive advertising platforms have to obtain
high-fidelity PII (phone numbers and email addresses)
to enhance their services, there is a strong reason to
expect the re-purposing of collected PII for targeted
advertising. This incentive is exacerbated with the recent introduction of PII-based targeting, which allows
advertisers to specify exactly which users to target by
specifying a list of their PII.
This paper was the first to propose a methodology
that uses size estimates to study what sources of PII
are used for PII-based targeted advertising. We applied
the proposed methodology to investigate which of a potential range of sources of PII were actually used by
Facebook for its PII-based targeted advertising platform, confirming that Facebook uses at least five different sources of PII to enable PII-based advertising.
We also examined what is disclosed to users and
what controls users have over the PII that is used to
target them. We showed that there is often very little
disclosure to users, often in the form of generic statements that do not refer to the uses of the particular PII
being collected or that it may be used to allow advertisers to target users. Our paper highlights the need to
further study the sources of PII used for advertising,
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and shows that more disclosure and transparency needs
to be provided to users.
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